VALUES / MISSION / VISION

**Values**
- Excellence in Teaching and Scholarship
- Collaboration and Partnership
- Assessment and Evaluation
- Equity and Diversity

**Mission**
To prepare collaborative leaders, committed to professional excellence, social justice, and democracy who will influence a diverse and interconnected world.

**Vision**
We will be a Unit committed to exemplifying the ideals of social justice and democracy, distinguished by excellence in teaching and scholarship, vibrant programs, and graduates who are powerful forces in their communities.

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

**Unit Assessment Outcomes**
11 UAOs defined by:
- Unit Conceptual Framework - NCATE Standards - Two CTC Common Standards not covered by NCATE Standards - CSU East Bay Institutional Learning Outcomes

**Program Standards**
CTC - Expectations for candidates defined by CTC Program Standards
National Program Standards - ASHA - NASP
Program Student Learning Outcomes

**Unit Strategic Plan**
Four Goals with three objectives for each:
Service to Students
Internal Collaboration
External Partnerships
Excellence in Teaching

ASSESSMENT / PROGRAM DESIGN / TECHNOLOGY

**Unit Assessment System**
- Unit Assessment Plan
- Program Assessment Plans
- Assessment of the Unit Assessment System

**Program Design**
- Candidates in cohort system
- Course delivery in multiple modes
- Intensive field experience

**Technology**
- PeopleSoft
- Blackboard
- SharePoint
- Unit Candidate Database
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